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ABMAT FREEZE:

On the coach’s go signal, kids perform a movement of the coach’s choosing (walk, 
squat, lunge, etc.) When "Freeze" is called out, the kids will balance the abmat on their 
head in the position they stopped in until the coach gives the next movement to 
perform.

BALL PASS:

To start, have the kids sit in a circle. The goal of this game is to get the ball all the way 
around the circle without any hands! They will hold the ball between their feet to pass. 
If they do this successfully, challenge them to go faster.

BUILDERS AND DESTROYERS / FARMERS AND LUMBERJACKS:

Set up several cones around the play area, some upright and some on their sides. 
Create two teams: builders and destroyers. In the allotted time frame (:30 seconds to 1 
minute), the builders work to stand all of the cones up while the destroyers work to 
knock them all down. Whichever team has more cones at the end of the time is the 
winner. VIDEO EXAMPLE

DODGEBALL:

TThe kids are split up into two teams touching opposite walls of the room, with dodge-
balls lined up on a divider line in the center. If you don’t have a line, you can mark it 
with a few cones or benches. Teams must stay on their side of the line. The goal is to 
eliminate members of the opposing team by either hitting them with a ball or catching 
one of their throws. In CrossFit Kids class, there is often a way to rejoin the game after 
you are out, such as by performing 5 sit-ups. We suggest using a soft option for the 
dodgeballs and having a countdown clock for rounds of 5-minute games. 
VIDEO EXAMPLE

https://youtu.be/oIcxa-mUpKY
https://youtu.be/4g8PdmiQ1F8?t=102


DUCK DUCK GOOSE:

All plAll players, except the person who is “it”, sit in a circle. “It” walks around the circle, 
tapping each player on the head, saying “duck”, until they decide to tap someone and 
say “goose.” That person becomes the goose and chases “it” one lap around the circle, 
trying to tag them before they take their seat. If “it” successfully reaches the goose’s 
seat without being tagged, the goose is the new “it”. If the goose touches “it”, then the 
goose keeps his/her spot in the circle, and “it” continues being “it” for another turn.
VIDEO EXAMPLE

THE FLOOR IS LAVA:

Depending on the number of kids in class, you can put them in one or two groups. Each 
group will need one abmat or plate per kid plus an extra. The point of the game is to 
make it to the finish line without any kid touching the ground. Every kid will stand on 
an abmat/plate and use the extra one to help them cross. VIDEO EXAMPLE

FREEZE TAG:

One or two players are “it”. At go, they begin chasing the other kids and trying to tag 
them. If someone gets tagged, they immediately freeze. To unfreeze a player, another 
player must tag them and say “unfreeze”. A typical CrossFit Kids addition is to have 
them perform one burpee before unfreezing. Also, the coach can change the 
movements throughout the game (the kids must skip, lunge, crab walk, bear walk, etc).

HOT DOG TAG:

One child is “it” and a game of tag begins. When a player is tagged by “it”, they must 
lie on the ground with their hands by their sides (they are the “hot dog”). Two other 
kids have to lie down on either side of them to create the “bun.” Then, all three get up 
and continue to play. VIDEO EXAMPLE

https://youtu.be/VPVI0QGkdCo?t=47
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zFoU_wAdsas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAhY_ZwA-4s


KICKBALL:

In kickball, the kids are split up into two teams and the field is set up like a baseball 
diamond, with bases at home, first, second, and third. Play continues similar to a game 
of baseball, with the pitcher rolling the ball to home plate and the “batter” kicking the 
ball.

MEDIC DODGEBALL:

TThis game is played just like dodgeball, with the following variation. Each team secretly 
chooses a medic (and informs the coach of their choice). At go, teams start throwing 
balls at the other team. A player is “wounded” if they are hit by a ball, or if a player on 
the other team catches a ball they have thrown. When a player is wounded, they must 
kneel down. They can still catch and throw balls, but cannot move from where they are 
kneeling. If a medic comes by and taps a “wounded” player on the shoulder, they are 
healed and can move again. If the medic gets out, no one can heal them. The game is 
ovover when all players on a team are down/wounded. This game can go on for a very 
long time. Consider having a 5-minute countdown. VIDEO EXAMPLE

OBSTACLE COURSE:

Create a safe, fun obstacle course for the kids to go through. You can add some extra 
fun by having it timed, or doing it as a relay race. Some obstacle ideas include swing-
ing from a rope, jumping from plate to plate, climbing over/under benches, hopping 
through hula hoops, jumping over small hurdles, and bear walks/crab walks around 
cones. Chalk lines on the floor can help guide the kids if you don’t mind the cleanup.
VIDEO EXAMPLE

OVER AND UNDER:

HHave half the kids lay on their stomachs and the other half start standing. On your go 
signal, those that are standing are going to jump or leap over those that are laying 
down. After 30 seconds, have them switch. Then, after both sets of kids have gone, 
have half of them make a bridge using both hands and feet and have the other half 
crawl under them. After 30 seconds, have them switch. Challenge them to jump over 
and crawl under everyone multiple times.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2DYAXpqETU
https://youtu.be/OjEhpm6yv_w


RED LIGHT, GREEN LIGHT:

AAt the start, the kids stand in a line against a wall or on a starting line. and the coach 
stands facing the kids at the finish line. When the coach shouts “green light”, the kids 
all run toward the finish line. When the coach shouts “red light” the kids must stop and 
freeze. Anyone who moves after “red light” has been called must go back to the start-
ing line and start again. When “green light” is called, the running resumes. The object 
of the game is to cross the finish line as quickly as possible. The game ends when the 
entire group crosses the finish line.

SCATTERBALL:

This is a dodgeball variation that uses 2-3 dodgeballs, depending on the number of 
kids in class. In this version, kids cannot run/walk while holding a dodgeball (their feet 
must freeze while they throw). If someone gets hit, they do one burpee. If someone 
catches the ball, the person who threw it does one burpee. 

SEQUENCE:

This game starts with all of the kids standing in a big circle. One kid starts the 
sequensequence by performing a movement, such as an air squat. As you move around the 
circle, each kid must perform the previous movements in the correct order, and then 
add another. For example, kid 1 performs an air squat. Kid 2 performs an air squat and 
then a burpee. Kid 3 performs an air squat, burpee, and then a jumping jack, and so on 
until you get all the way around the circle. You may include penalty burpees for anyone 
who messes up the order.

SIMON SAYS:

The coach is Simon and the kids are the players. Standing in front of the group, Simon 
tells players what they must do. However, the players must only obey commands that 
begin with the words “Simon Says.” For example, if the coach says “Simon says touch 
your nose,” then players must touch their nose. But, if the coach simply says, “jump,” 
without first saying “Simon says,” players must not jump. Those that do jump are out.
VIDEO EVIDEO EXAMPLE

https://youtu.be/ZyX2lvRPqIA


TOILET TAG:

This game is played similar to a standard game of tag except that when a child is 
tagged, they must squat down and hold their hand out as the toilet handle and 
someone must “flush” to unfreeze them. VIDEO EXAMPLE

TUNNEL FREEZE TAG / CHINESE FREEZE TAG:

This game is played similar to a standard game of tag except that when a child is 
tagged, they must stand with their legs wide and someone must crawl under their legs 
to unfreeze them. VIDEO EXAMPLE

WHEELBARROW RACES:

Partner kids up at a starting line or cone. This is a race where one child holds their 
partner’s feet while they crawl in a plank position to the finish line. It is recommended 
to do a down-and-back where the kids switch places on the way back. 
VIDEO EXAMPLE

ZOMBIE PIZZA TAG / PIZZA ABMAT TAG:

Each kid gets an abmat, except for whoever is “it”. Everyone must hold the abmat flat 
on their hand like they’re carrying a pizza box (the other hand is not allowed to touch 
it). The tagger tries to knock all of the “pizzas” out of everyone’s hands. If someone’s 
pizza gets knocked down, they must perform a burpee and then continue play.
VIDEO EXAMPLE

https://youtu.be/hZFtfPtU8to
https://youtu.be/skJVYlp6yV4?t=20
https://youtu.be/TtSYfzKSadg
https://youtu.be/7vvTW95E2U4



